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Abstract: - People have the stunning capacity to the manner and keep events that arise amid their lifetime momentarily with 

near perfect acknowledgment rates. The human cerebrum is a reminiscence device that recalls scenes from a person's life, in 

mild of a mixture of specific individuals, articles, and scenes experienced at a selected time and region. At the point, while 

memorizing a few facts about occasions, which took place of their lifetime, individuals recollect and clarify them by using 

presenting the semantic gadgets of the activities. For instance, for a marriage feature, they may specify the contributors, the 

wedding cake, the collection area, and so on. For keeping and recalling an event of intrigue, people pick out with the most 

enormous ideas of the occasion. In such instances, the users can also simply need to view the summary of the video this is just 

an abstract of the authentic video, in preference to watching the whole video that offers greater statistics about the occurrence 

of diverse incidents inside the video. It is most well-known to watch simply highlights of the game or just overview/trailer of a 

video. Apparently, summarizing a video is a vital process. In this paper, the basics methods to generate summaries are static 

and dynamic. We present extraordinary techniques for every mode inside the literature and describe a few capabilities used 

for producing video summaries. 

Index:- Summarization, TBD, Video Skim, BD. 

 

I.INTRODUCTION: 

 

Nowadays, a variety of digital videos such as movies and sport videos are available on the web, hard disks, and non-

volatiles memories, Thus, researchers are involved to work on content video analysis systems to facilitate control 

and information extraction from video records units. Digital motion pictures are developing exponentially. On the 

other hand, many users do not have sufficient time to observe the entire of an interesting video. Also, a few users 

need to get hold of video highlights online, on a slim band network, e.g., cell networks. Highlight detection and 

video summarization structures are important to extract informative segments of video. A summarization system 

may also bring the informative contents of the video in approaches: (1) key frames and (2) video segments.[3]  

 Video summarization is a procedure that helps rapid browsing among massive video collections. It 

additionally allows extra green content indexing. It refers to growing a summary of a video that addresses 3 main 

factors. (1) The video precis have to incorporate scenes and occasions not only as brief as feasible from the video 

but also the most crucial one. For instance, in a soccer game, the summary must comprise desires, fouls, shot 

boundaries, aim attempt, and a few different essential scenes. (2) The video précis ought to hold a non-stop 

connection among scenes. It means that the video summary ought to not comprise video segments linked in a blind 

manner. (3) The summarized video have to not comprise any redundancy. That is, the video précis should have a 

loose repetition that is very hard to obtain. It is essential to come across diverse events inside the video to generate a 

precis. There are two fundamental kinds of video summarization: Static summarization and Dynamic 

Summarization. In one hand, static video summary represents a video sequence in a static imagery shape (one or 

greater decided on consultant frames from the original video or a synthesized photograph generated from the 

selected key-frames). According to distinct sampling mechanisms, a set of key frames are extracted from shots of 

the authentic video. Then, the chosen key frames are organized or combined in a two-dimensional space [4]. On the 

other hand, dynamic summarization is composed in deciding on the maximum relevant small dynamic quantities 

(video skims) of audio and video with a view to generating the video precis.[4] 

When the entire duration of movies reaches lots of hours, customers need a gadget for summarizing and abstracting 

them if you want to have a green and powerful search. Although textual content based totally search algorithms help 

customers to find a selected picture or a section of lengthy movies, in maximum cases, the system outputs many 

beside the point films to ensure the retrieval of the goal video. Intelligent indexing and summarization structures are 

a crucial need inside the procedure of video retrieval. Among all video sorts, sports videos appeal to many visitors 

and usually ultimate for lengthy hours. Sports videos, in fashionable, are composed of some exciting events which 

seize users‟ interest. For most of the people, a summarized version of the sports activities video is greater appealing 

than the total duration model. Although a widely wide-spread sports activities video summarization system is 

sufficient and beneficial, the summarization device in a website-precise way, which includes football videos, may 
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provide extra centers for users[12]. Most sports broadcasters use a few modifying consequences inclusive of slow-

movement replay scenes, and excellent-imposed textual content captions to distinguish the key events. Therefore, 

high-level semantics can be detected the use of those enhancing results and the audio-visible functions which might 

be automatically extracted[9]. 

 Some researchers have recognized the sports activities or information video i.E. Processing of sports activities 

motion pictures (e.G., detection of crucial events and the introduction of summaries) makes it possible to supply 

sports films over slender-band networks (together with the Internet and wi-fi), because the valuable semantics 

normally occupy simplest a small part of the entire content [1]. One of the difficult issues in a video occasion 

detection technique is the occasion boundary detection. Some strategies, such as [2], advocate a frame-based totally 

algorithm for event detection, even as other techniques, along with [1] and [3], use the temporal video segments for 

extracting more significant semantic units for event detection. 

 

a. Video Abstraction Summarization: 

The video abstraction process usually has three phases: 

 Video information analysis,  

 Meaningful clip selection and  

 Output synthesis. 

 To analyze video information, it is necessary to detect salient features, structures or patterns in the visual 

component, the audio component and the textual component like closed captions shown in figure1. 

 

 
                                        Video 

  

                                             Scene 

 

 

 

                                             Shot 

 

                                          Frames 

 
Figure 1: Video Summarization 

b. Static Video Summarization: 

In this section, we identify some of the present techniques for static video summarization. In [6], authors encompass 

extracting the key frames by means of pre-sampling uniformly or randomly the unique video series. Key body 

extraction is fundamental method in video content material control. It includes deciding on one or a couple of frames 

so as to constitute the content material of the video and used for generating video summaries. Fig. 2 indicates 

hierarchical shape in a video series inside the extraction of such key frames.  

 

 
Figure 2: Structured Video Sequence for Key Frame 

 

c. Dynamic video Summarization: 

The fundamental concept of video skims which is a quick video composed of informative scenes from the authentic 

video supplied to the user so one can get hold of an abstract of the video story, however in video layout [20]. For 

dynamic summarization (skimming), most mechanisms extract and phase movies from the original video. Compared 

with static storyboard summary, there are particularly few works being addressed for dynamic video skimming. 

Techniques for dynamic video skimming consist of applying SVD (Singular Value Decomposition), movement 
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version and semantic evaluation in [11]. Most techniques are primarily based especially on visible information and a 

few others strategies where audio and linguistic information are also integrated for you to derive semantic which 

means. 

 

 

I.A. Mechanism of Shot frontier detection: 

The idea of any shot boundary detection method in a video collection consists of detecting visible discontinuities 
alongside the time area. At some stage in this detection procedure, it's far required to extract visible features that 
scale the diploma of similarity among frames in a given shot. Now let consider any video which contains several 
frames further frames are categorized into different block hence for the calculation of shot boundary detection of any 
video the proposed algorithm given as follows:  

Step1: Take Sample as Video 

Step2: Divide video into Shots 

Step3: Divide Shots in their key frames 

Step4: Identify the key frames from video. 

Step 5: Calculate the Mean 

              Mean = TBD / Total frames; (Total Block diff.) 

Step 6: if BD > Mean 

  then stores the frame in database 

          Else 

         abandon the frame; 

Step 7: Continue till video come to an end. 

Algorithm 1.1: Shot Detection Mechanism 

 

At this instant let us consider a video (.avi format) for further processing of its frames extraction and shot 
detection mechanism. Here in the video shown below in figure 3 it consist of two children playing altogether on the 
ground so the above algorithm will first detected the total number of frames in the input video then identify its 
corresponding associated frames values with respective to their key frame subsequently it calculate the shot 
summary of entire video. 

            

        

   

Figure 3: Shot Summary Detection from Video. 

Frame from Summary Video Video Shots 

Input Video 
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I.B. PRINCIPLE OF KEY FRAME EXTRACTION: 

A video stream will contain frames, shots, scenes and sequences. Video shots are generated by physically related 
frame sequences. Then related scenes are combined to form sequences. Based on the complexity of the content in 
video shot one or more number of key frames can be extracted from a unique shot. The extracted key frames must 
summarize the characteristics of the video, all the key frames in a time sequence gives visual summary of the video. 
There are some great repetitions among the frames in same shot, so only those frames that best reflect the contents 
of shot are selected as key frames to represent the shot.  

The key frames which are extracted should contain as much important content of the shot as possible and avoid 
as much redundancy as possible. In the process of video indexing and video retrieval it includes the analysis of 
structure for detecting shot boundaries, extracting key frames and segment scenes; feature extraction for object 
features and motion features; video annotation for building a semantic video index; query is returned for searching 
the desired video in video database using the index and similarity features; and video browsing and feedback for 
response to a query returned to browse in the form of video summary and subsequent search results are optimized 
[12]. 

II. LITERATURE ANALYSIS:-  

Zhao and Xing, 2014 who dynamically construct a codebook from local image and optical flow features similar 
to us. However, their method selects key frames using the rule of whether new scene can be reconstructed using 
codes of all previous scenes - that works for informative summaries rather than for entertaining home video 
summaries. Lee and Graugman proposed a summarization for egocentric camera that optimizes summarization 
based on visual content and metadata (location and time). 

 Meng et al., replace key frames with “key objects” which are found by first selecting object region proposals and 
then clustering these into key objects that then help to select key frames. Zhang et al. proposed mechanism for 
summarization as a supervised problem where human made summary in the training set is transferred to unseen 
video.  

Potapov et al. use a supervised approach where user needs to define one of the pre-defined video categories and 
category specific summarization is then executed. Gygli et al. introduced a new video summarization benchmark 
SumMe and a learning based method for unsupervised summarization. Their method is based on detection of “super 
frames” which are similar to key shots constructed by key frame expansion in our work and merging of the super 
frames by optimizing various motion and visual content based features. 

N. Ejaz et al. [1] proposed the idea about Video is made and frames are extracted beyond video. These extracted 
frames are taken namely enter to the algorithm. On each frame preprocessing is executed i.e. color image is 
transformed of gray scale image so that computational time will be less as we have only some plane need to evaluate 
but within color image we require after evaluate RGB plane.. 

Assma Azeroual* et al. [3] key frames are extracted and compressed video is formed the usage of artificial Genius 
methods such so precision and recall. Video is done as input to the algorithm then framing is executed to resolve 
abroad frames existing inner the video. Each frame is converted into grey after limit the technology day or 
computational effort. 

Gentao Liu et al. [4] describes a mold the usage of SIFT for shot boundary discovery or solution body extraction. 
Each answer point represented through a descriptor concerning 128 dimensions. After to that amount Best-Bin-First 
(BBF) algorithm is aged because of comparing twins adjoining frames then afterward because of discovery about 
expel answer frames and balance boundaries those calculate the ratio regarding matched key points quantity then 
aggregate range. 

Xianglin Zeng et al. [5] first calculate visible agreement among each and every pair of frames in accordance to 
select characteristic area yet that saved among a matrix. All estimate is done based on low-level features certain as 
much color, form yet texture. After that dominant-set clustering algorithm chronic along similarity matrix. 

X. Zeng et al. [6] proposed technique for key frames are extracted using dominant set of clustering for calculate 
similarity matrix. 

Vasileios T et al. [9] proposed method is in light of a moving window of progressive casings that slides over the 
entire casing arrangement (shot). The arrangement of edges incorporated into every window is tried for content 
homogeneity utilizing a fitting unimodality test. In this manner, every window is described as unimodal or not and 
the edge arrangement of each non-unimodal window is splitted into two (perhaps unimodal) sections. Along these 
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lines, every video shot is sectioned into unimodal fragments and the key-outlines are figured as the delegate outlines 
(medoids) of each unimodal portion. 

Werachard Wattanarachothai et al. [10] This paper presents a new approach for content based video content 
recovery framework. The proposed conspire comprises of three primary procedures that are key edge extraction, 
content limitation and catchphrase coordinating. 

Furini et al. (2010) introduced STIMO (STIll and MOving Video Storyboard), a summarization technique 
designed to produce on- the-fly video storyboards. STIMO is composed of three phases. First, the video is analyzed 
in order to extract the HSV color description.For each input frame, a 256-dimensional vector is extracted. Those 
vectors are then stored in a matrix and then, in the second phase, the clustering algorithm is applied to extracted 
data. The authors exploited the triangular inequality in order to filter out useless dis-tance computations. To obtain 
the number of clusters, the pairwise distance of consecutive frames is computed. If the distance is greater than the 
threshold C , the number of clusters is incremented. The third and last phase aims at removing meaningless video 
frames from the produced summary. STIMO is evaluated through a comparison study with other approaches: the DT 
technique (Mundur et al., 2006) and the Open Video storyboards. 

Furini et al. (2010) asked a group of 20 people to evaluate the produced summaries, using the following 
procedure: the video is presented to the user,and just after that, the corresponding summary is also shown. The users 
are asked whether the summary is a good representation of the original video. The quality of the video summary is 
scored on a scale going from 1 (bad) to 5 (excellent), and the mean opinion score is considered as an indication of 
the summary quality. 

Guironne t et al. (2007)proposed a method for video summarization based on camera motion. It consists in 
selecting frames according to the succession and the magnitude of camera motions.The method is based on rules to 
avoid temporal  redundancy among the selected frames. The authors developed a subjective method to evaluate the 
proposed summary. In their experiments, 12 subjects are asked to watch a video and to create a summary manually.  

Gong and Liu, 2000; Mundur et al., 2006), for example. Another issue that can be observed is the lack of 
trustworthy comparisons among existing techniques. In other words,a consistent evaluation framework is seriously 
missing in video summarization research. 

 

III. PROPOSED WORK: 

From above survey it is observed that, video is basically decomposed in to events , again events are categorized into 
frames further frames are taken input as far as video processing or video information retraival is concerned.these all 
techniques works on principles of pixel by pixel mechenism. the proposed work is dedicated to genearate efficient 
shot frontier detection using saliency map and to identify the frames in addition to shot with respective to events 
generated from entire video. 

III. A Key frame extraction using total block difference: 

Now consider the video haing set of adjacent scenes {Rk} that consist of one or multiple windows which again 
consist of NW frames each, i.e. 

 Rk =  { Qj, Qj+1, . . . }               …………………… (1.1) 

 = {Mj*NW ,Mj*NW+1, . . . ,M( j+1)*NW , . . .}  …………..(1.2)  

The goal of this step is to select one or multiple “keyframes” for each scene, MRk,1,MRk,2, . . . ,MRk,i, that 
describe the spatio-temporal content of the scene Rk.  

The keyframe detection serves two purposes; Finding the frame which best describes the content of the scene 
and finding the temporal location around which the most interesting things in the scene happen. We tested several 
techniques to detect these frames. In its simplest form, “baseline”, we picked the middle frame from each scene. In 
order to better analyze the video content we experiment dissimilarity given by local region descriptors 

 Total Frames Summarization: 
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Figure 4: Key Frame Extraction 

 

 

Figure 5: Frame Extraction 

From above figure i.e. frame extraction it is clear that it takes a new video in .avi format as input. Then read this 
video to extract the image frame from the video. After this all the image frame is store in the directory „frame‟. 

For key frame identification purpose input is considered as all the elements of the difference matrix for each 
consecutive frame. After this Mean and Standard deviation of the entire matrix for fixing the threshold value. 
Threshold value is required for identify the key frames. If the threshold value is greater than output pair then first 
image of that pair is considered as key frame otherwise second image of that pair is considered as a key frame. 
Process is stop when the frame list is empty. 

 

IV. RESULTS& DISCUSSION 

The prposed system is capable of extracting key frames from the target video efficiently without compromising on 
the grounds of data integrity. The essence of our algorithm is that it brings into the use of histogram of each 
converted gray scale image through saliency map mechanism from which threshold is computed and based on this 
threshold key frames are selected. The proposed system has been divided into four modules performing various 
tasks at each level and are interrelated to each other. 

 

IV.1 Module 1:Dataset Evalaution 

To evaluate the standard datasets we elected 1st dataset of 50 videos from the TVSum50
1
 (T) in order to test 

algorithm based on shot detection. The 2nd dataset
2
 of 50 videos from SumMe

2
 (S) which is casing numerous 

categories like ”consumer”, “documentary”, ”advertisements”, ”TV-shows” and ”home videos” etc. with the 
variation of duration from 1 to 10 minutes chose from the various souce of datasets : 
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#DataSets 
No. of 
Video 

Nature Tag 

SumMe 25 Consumer Score 

OVP 50 Documentary Keyframe 

Youtube 68 Youtube # Keyframe 

TVSum50 50 Title Based Keyframe 

Table 1 : Augmented Traing Dataset 

The above table illustrate the various dataset utilized for further processing of various videos and calculate the 
expected time looked-for for excution and nature realted to that  of entire video. 

  Module 2 Identify Events in Video: 

This section the proposed idea will detect the various event in the entire video. 

 

 

Video 

                                        Video 

 

         

   Key frames from Video             

 

 

 

 

 

 

Events from Video 

 

Figure 6: Event Detection in Video 

 

Module 3 Comparative Analysis: 

In this section we identify comparative factor withrespect to recently reported work in term of F-scoreon the four 
publicly available datasets.As for computing purpose , five baseline are employed here for comparison ,including 
SUM-GAN, STIMO, VSUMM, SumTransfer [15], TVSum. 

   Methods OVP Youtube      SumMe     TVSum 

SUM-GAN 71.3             62.3          40.1           56.2 

STIMO                 62.9               -                 -               - 

VSUMM               70.3              -             31.9 - 

SumTransfer        75.5            61.7        40.2  -     

TVSum                 -                     -           -              51.2 

 

Table2: Performance analysis of various datasets 
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V.CONCLUSION: 

Video summarization has attracted considerable interest from researchers and as a result, various algorithms and 

techniques have been proposed. In this work, we have carried out a review of the research in two dominant forms of video 

summarization: static summary and the skim. We identified important elements and described how they are addressed in 

specific works. Regardless of whether static or dynamic forms are employed, the evaluation process showed that the 

techniques proposed produces video summaries of high visual quality and some approaches are suitable for real time video 

processing of diverse types of compressed videos. However, a valid evaluation method can support the field to advance 

and the best technique for abstracting a video sequence to be identified. 
Current research work is dedicated to shot frontier detection using saliency map mechanism so that it is useful to 
identify the video claearly and key frame extraction from any .avi video with total block diffrence algorithm to get 
the ideal frames which are desirable for auxiliary processing. 
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